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As early-stage enterprise software investors with an obsession with go-to-market strategy, 

Work-Bench has worked with dozens of enterprise founders and sales leaders navigating the 

tricky process of pricing. 



At the early stage, most founders are tempted to underprice their product in order to win early 

deals (and compete with legacy vendor’s higher pricing). However, it’s important to 

thoughtfully create a pricing framework that can scale with your product and go-to-market 

motions over time. 
 

We dug in with revenue leaders from some of our later stage portfolio companies as well as 

Customer Success leader  to answer: What would you advise early stage 

companies to do?  



This Enterprise Playbook focuses on the top tactic we uncovered: A value-based pricing 

calculator, specific to a company that utilizes API calls. By creating a structured process by 

which to calculate their ROI and thus pricing, the company’s sales team is set up to be 

confident in how they articulate value to customers and quote a contract value to prospects. 



If you’re an enterprise startup who is currently pricing or re-pricing your product, and/or you 

have feedback, we would love to hear from you!

David Madeo

introduction

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmadeo/


Chetan Puttagunta, 

General Partner at Benchmark

You want to align with 
how your customers 

 and you 
want to 
perceive value

encourage 
broader usage of your 
product.

“

https://www.saastr.com/saastr-podcast-211-the-ultimate-guide-to-saas-pricing-from-investors-benchmark-matrix-upfront-ventures-operators-figma-snyk-and-kustomer/
https://www.saastr.com/saastr-podcast-211-the-ultimate-guide-to-saas-pricing-from-investors-benchmark-matrix-upfront-ventures-operators-figma-snyk-and-kustomer/


PRICING STRATEGY

3 Approaches
Which is your product? 

#1: Same Value with 
a Lower Price

You provide a similar value to 

others in the market, but at a 

lower price; Ie. Lexus is less 

expensive than Mercedes

#2: Unique Value 
with a Unique Price

You provide a new or unique  

value to others in the market, 

so therefore have the power 

to dictate the price; Ie. Tesla

#3: Better Value with  
a Higher Price

You provide better value than  

others in the market, so 

therefore can up your prices 



Create a customized, value-based pricing calculation that removes all emotion, inconsistencies, and uncertainties of your pricing, while 

highlighting the value of the product. The goal is to find a value pricing formula that produces a value that you can price a % against. Here is 

an example of how to produce that value framework:

Better Value with a Higher Price: 
X% Value Pricing Calculator

Value   
Framework

Increase Top 
Line Revenue  

(Rev)

Reduce Losses  
(Savings)

Reduce Total 
Cost of Ownership  

(TCO)

Value   =   $ Top Line   +   $ Saved   +   $ TCO Savings 

Example $50M of Value = $40M (Rev) + $9.5M (Savings) + $0.5M (TCO) *X% of ROI

$5M Deal Opportunity (i.e. 10% of ROI Delivered)



Additional insights

PRO TIP

Consider running a POC as part of your sales cycle for 

larger, enterprise opportunities. This will allow you to 

demonstrate a clear ROI prior to purchase.  

Review your customer list and note enterprise startups 

versus tier one enterprises. These two customer types 

have radically different sales cycles and will act 

differently from each other - enterprise startups will 

embed product at the top of their technology funnel 

without many tests, whereas tier one enterprises will 

require a significant amount of testing. 

The #1 objective in any sales playbook is to have the confidence 

to push back on customers. When customers object to pricing, 

your sales reps should be trained to respond based on specific 

calculations. This leaves little room for negotiation and provides 

the confidence that you are pushing the right price. 

There are five additional areas to take into account when building your calculator: 

Better Value with a Higher Price: 
X% Value Pricing Calculator

Are you meeting and/or exceeding all compliance requirements? Calculate the 

specific quantity of risk ($$ or %) you are mitigating.

Risk mitigation1

It’s hard to measure improved experience in an API, but one way to roughly 

measure it is through a Net Promoter Score (NPS); It may also be enlightening to 

run developer surveys to determine how easy or fast (Time to Value) your product 

is able to be leveraged.

Improved experience2

these vendors already have an established and industry-known price point; 

Reverse engineer from there.

Customer’s current vendors and the legacy tech vendors at play3

What's happening in the public market 4

Internal costs5



The availability and reliability of an API call are its most paramount qualities. Meaning, you have to protect your API against spikes in traffic, misbehaving scripts, 

low priority requests (such as unnecessary polling), and internal mistakes. Limiting your customers API calls is one effective way to protect against activities 

which may cause slow performance and outages. 

*See for a deeper dive on types of rate limits and how to execute them. here 

SCALING / RATE LIMITS

PRO TIP
Dorito’s slogan holds somewhat true for API calls. While you realistically need to create rate limits to protect against 

degraded services and outages, your ultimate goal is to get out of your customers’ way and help them scale to full capacity. So limit as little as possible. 

“Crunch All You Want, We’ll Make More” 

In terms of allowing customers to pay for the privilege of higher rate limits in order to accommodate their desired scale, the big questions are: 

What is your rate limit that’s supportable?

How do you balance paid privilege against the need to provide all customers a consistent performance level?

If your customers want to scale their API calls, do you allow it and just increase price? While some enterprise giants have the resources to accommodate 

this type of strategy, its not very ideal for early or mid-stage startups. 

https://stripe.com/blog/rate-limiters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGh_KfMQJ9U


Developers like to try products before committing to them. So for many developers, watching demo videos and product screenshots will 

not be enough to convert into a sale. To accommodate this practice, it’s common to include a free testing plan that allows developers to 

actually test the service and run their code on the product. According to , developers are 3x more likely to subscribe to a paid 

API with a free tier.

 RapidAPI

Pricing Models to Consider

Attract the Bottoms Up Buyer with a Free Testing Plan 

Pricing Model How It Works Scalable? Predictable Pricing & Rev?

Pay-as-you-Go Customers pay per API call

Mostly 
Risk of miscommunication 

over overages
Overage

Customers pay for a fixed number of APIs calls per 
month (fixed quota), however are allowed to exceed 

this limit for an additional cost

Fixed Quotas
Customers pay for a fixed number of API calls 

per month and are not allowed to exceed this number  
API shuts down once quota is reached

https://nordicapis.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-pricing-your-api/


PRICING EQUALITY

do nots

Create one API queue for all customers.


Allow one big customer to dominate the queue.

Sacrifice quality for quantity.

dos

Create the ability to balance inconsistent and fluctuating loads 

(try to distribute the customer’s backlog so it is dependent on 

their own scale vs. the scale of other customers).


Tier service dependent on paying vs. non-paying customers; 

Aka prioritize higher paying customers over free or low paying 

customers in most situations.

Optional: Create one API queue for all free users (if user base is 

small enough).

Not all API calls are equal, so it’s important to prioritize.  

Set up a system to prioritize the most used, and most critical API calls to customer satisfaction. For example, if you’re a bank, within your mobile 

banking app, users will click “log in” significantly more times than “forgot password.” Additionally, some API calls will make you more money. While 

this should not be the #1 criteria in your prioritization system, it should be accounted for. 



David Madeo

At the end of the day, don’t 
make your pricing structure 
overly complicated. Ultimately, 
customers need to be able to 
understand how you arrived at 
your final number. 

“

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dmadeo/


APPENDIX: 
REVENUE 
MODEL / PRICING 
COMPONENTS 

Setup Fee
One time (non-recurring); Does not contribute to bARR or ARR, but is recognized as Revenue.

Annual License Fee
Recurring annual charge billed to the customer irrespective of usage; Covers continuing product and prediction 

improvements, upgrades, and enhancements to the product; Immediately goes into New bARR, ARR, and 

Revenue.

Usage Above Commitments
If a customer exceeds their committed amount, bill the overage as incurred; Amounts above the minimum 

immediately go into Revenue, but don’t go into ARR until a three month trend is established (repeatable revenue).

Usage Commitments
Three potential commitment options:

Monthly Minimum: Customer commits to an amount on a monthly basis; Structured as “use it or lose it” 

with calls above the minimum billed in the month incurred based on rates in the contract.

Annual Prepayment: Customer commits to buy a block of calls for a 12 month period; Structured as “use 

it or lose it” with calls above the prepay amount billed as incurred based on rates in the contract.

Annual Minimum: Customer commits to an amount on an annual (12 month period) basis; This can be 

structured as “use it or lose it” with any calls above the annual minimum amount billed as incurred based 

on rates in the contract or as a true-up invoice where if the annual minimum is not reached, a true-up 

invoice (refund) will be issued in month 12 to account for the difference

Note: Some companies may calculate these components differently 



Gross Margin
Look to achieve MIN direct (data acquisition costs only) margins on deals.

CARR Components
Make sure that CARR as a % of bARR is within reason; Expect CARR / bARR to be lower on initial deals then on 

upsells/renewals; As customers become more confident in their volumes and how our billing works, it should 

become easier to lock in commitments.

Auto-Renewal Language
This helps minimizes the risk of churn; Include price increase language on renewal contracts.

Term For Convenience (TFC)
This allows one or both parties to terminate the agreement without a specific reason for doing so; This is not 

necessary to include in a contract.

Contract Term Length
The longer the term the better as it keeps customers locked in with the service; Look for 12 - 36 month 

contracts terms.

Rollover of Unused Calls (For API companies)
This allows customers the ability to roll unused calls over from month to month; If they have seasonality or 

expect spikes throughout the year, then it is better to push them toward an annual prepayment or an annual 

minimum option as opposed to a monthly minimum 

APPENDIX: 
DEAL ECONOMICS
What to look for in a deal 



CARR (Contractual Annual Recurring Revenue)
Only includes contractually committed fees; Calculated as Annual License Fees + Prepayment or Monthly 

Minimum or Usage Commit 

Repeatable Revenue
If the customer exceeds their CARR for three consecutive months, include the three month average of (actual – 

CARR) into ARR.

New bARR (Booked ARR)
Expected ARR from a new deal 18 months from contract execution; Calculated as (Ramped Annual Volume 

Estimate x Price Per Call) + License Fee.

Total bARR
ARR + Any (As-Yet) Unrealized bARR; This measures the fully ramped ARR of a customer across all deals sold.

Fully Ramped Volume
Annualized volume of a customer use case once it is fully integrated, live, and sending all expected volume.

Gross Margin
(bARR - Data Cost) / bARR.

ARR (Annual Run Rate)
CARR + Repeatable Revenue.

APPENDIX: 
COMPANY METRICS
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